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CuO/TiO2 AND Cu2O/TiO2 nanoparticles influence on
parameters of bulk heterojunction organic solar cells
Wpływ nanocząstek CuO/TiO2 i Cu2O/TiO2 na parametry
złącz objętościowych w organicznych ogniwach słonecznych

Abstract
This publication presents a study conducted for related pyrazoloquinoline doped nanoparticles CuO/TiO2
and Cu2O/TiO2. The mixtures were used as the active material for the construction of photovoltaic cells.
Keywords: photovoltaic cells, pyrazoloquinoline, efficiency, light absorbing materials

Streszczenie
W publikacji prezentujemy badania dotyczące pirazolochinolin domieszkowanych nanocząstkami
CuO/TiO2 oraz Cu2O/TiO2. Mieszaniny zostały zastosowane do konstrukcji ogniw fotowoltaicznych.
Słowa kluczowe: ogniwo fotowoltaiczne, pirazolochinoliny, wydajność, materiały absorbujące promieniowanie
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1. Introduction
Due to rising costs and energy requirements, development of newer and newer technologies
is essential. Technologies associated with silicon as well as subsequent generations and types
of photovoltaic cells are constantly being developed. However, third generation cells are also
developed, including organic cells, whose example we are presenting.
The organic heterojunctions have been the subject of interest of researchers since the
1950s [1]. Especially, they are environmentally friendly, cheap to operate and solar energy
resources are infinite. On the other hand, the efficiency received, although still increasing,
needs to be ameliorated [2]. The research we present was motivated by the objective of
improving the efficiency of bulk-heterojunction solar cells.
The electrocell mechanism is
customarily divided into several stages.
The first step is to absorb photons with
energies greater than the band gap of
the material, and the exciton creation.
Excitons diffuse until they achieved
dissociation position, where charge
separation occurs. Electric charges are
transported through polymeric material
to the electrodes. However, during this
way may also exhibit recombination. In
heterojunctions blends of two kinds of
materials are used as the active layer – with
Fig. 1. The heterojunction
a different electron affinity and ionization
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/Al architecture

Fig. 2. Acceptor chemical formulas
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potential. As a rule the electrons are attracted to the material having a greater affinity; however,
a hole is attracted to the material with lower ionization potential. This type of mixture causes
that the ratio of electrons in the external circuit to the number of photons entering, compared
with the structure of a typical active layer, increases. Existing research indicates an increase in the
absorption of the active layer doped nanoparticles [3–5], which was the motivation for research.
2. Experiment
As the active layer components pyrazoloquinolines derivatives [6–9] were used as the
acceptors, (Fig. 2), poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), provided by Sigma Aldrich, was used as
a donor. The first tests were carried out absorption measurements for compounds and mixtures.
Nanoparticles were obtained by precipitation method. The composite suspension (250 cm3) was
prepared by mixing P25 powder (1 g) with Cu(NO)3 (2.51 cm3 for CuO/TiO2 and 4.19 cm3
for Cu2O/TiO2) aqueous solution (0.5 M) and deionized water. Then the suspension was
sonificated for 10 minutes, finally agitated (~300 rpm). For the CuO/TiO2 2.5 · 10-5 cm3 (25%)
ammonia solution was diluted in 50 cm3 of deionized was instilled. The resulting Cu(OH)2/TiO2
nanocomposite was recovered after 24 h by filtration, rinsed with deionized water several times
and finally dried for 12 h at 40°C in the dark.
The absorbance (Fig. 3, Fig. 4) and photoluminescence spectra (as reference was used
chloroform solution) of P3HT and pyrazoloquinolines and mixtures doped with nanoparticles
follow (Fig 5). The absorption maximum is observed for wavelengths, respectively: P3HT
– 449 nm, PQA1 – 403 nm, PQA2 – 481 nm, for the mixture P3HT and PQA1 – 410 nm
and 458 nm, for the mixture P3HT and PQA2 – 408 nm and 451 nm. Photoluminescence
intensity maximum band occurs for P3HT – 401 nm, PQA1 – 489 nm, PQA2 –446 nm,
for the mixture P3HT and PQA1 – 462 nm and 570 nm, for the mixture P3HT and PQA2
– 412 nm and 455 nm. As shown, the addition of nanoparticles increases the intensity of
absorption, the position of the bands is, however, unchanged.
a)

b)

Fig. 3. Optical absorption measured in solution versus wavelength for studied systems active layers
based on PQA1: a) P3HT, PQA1, mixture; b) mixture, mixture with nanoparticles CuO, mixture
with nanoparticles Cu2O
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a)

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Optical absorption measured in solution versus wavelength for studied systems active layers
based on PQA2: a) P3HT, PQA2, mixture; b) mixture, mixture with nanoparticles CuO,
mixture with nanoparticles Cu2O

b)

Fig. 5. Emission photoluminescence measured in solution versus wavelength: a) P3HT, PQA1
and mixture PQA1+P3HT; b) P3HT, PQA2 and mixture PQA2+P3HT. The peak in
photoluminescence spectra at 405 nm corresponds to the laser

A photovoltaic cell is composed of several layers – the substrate is indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass provided by Aldrich Chem Co. The ITO layer, forming the first electrode, is
100 nm thick, and its resistance rate is 50 om/sq. The second electrode is made of aluminium
and has been received during process of deposition in a high vacuum. The PEDOT:PSS
(poly(3,4‑ethylendioxythiohene)-polystyrene-para-sulfonic acid) supports the transfer of
holes and it is an anode buffer layer. The PEDOT:PSS and active layers were formed by spincoating method, then followed annealing the layers in a vacuum heater.
The photocurrent density-voltage characteristics for prepared photovoltaic cells were
measured with a Keithley 2400 source due to picoamperemeter. To illuminate the cells was
used lamp (lamp power is approximately 1.3 mW/cm2.
Based on experimental data, polynomial curves were fitted and the critical parameters
of photovoltaic cells determined (Table 1). Parameters describing the photovoltaic cells are
short current density (Isc), open circuit voltage (Uoc) , fill factor (FF) defined as
FF =
168

I m Vm
I SC VOC

(1)

Fig. 6. Current-voltage characteristics obtained for PQA1 and P3HT mixture doped nanoparticles

Fig. 7. Current-voltage characteristics obtained for PQA2 and P3HT mixture doped with nanoparticles

and conversion efficiency (η)
η=

I SC VOC FF
Plight

(2)

The Um and Im are voltage and current of maximum power, and Plight is input optical power.
Table 1. Parameters describing the photovoltaic devices
ISC [μA/cm2]

Uoc[V]

FF

η [%]

R sh[104 Ω]

R s [104 Ω]

PQA1+P3HT

20.2

0.48

0.41

0.30

1.69

1.03

PQA1+P3HT+nanoCu2O

4.2

0.77

0.22

0.05

0.11

11.7

PQA1+P3HT+nanoCuO

8.9

0.77

0.22

0.13

6.78

1.76

PQA2+P3HT

17.6

0.38

0.21

0.14

2.09

40.2

PQA2+P3HT+nano Cu2O

16.7

0.76

0.21

0.20

3.13

5.67

PQA2+P3HT+nanoCuO

21.5

0.88

0.19

0.29

2.62

7.34
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3. Summary
For all constructed cells the fill factor were comparable. Because of the similar shape of
spectrum absorption studied systems (mixtures of nanoparticles have higher absorption)
depends on the quantum efficiency of the exciton diffusion path or the conductivity of
electric charge. The exciton diffusion path is supported by ballistic transport (observed
for nanoparticles, caused by the size reduction to a size smaller than the exciton mean
free path). Cells with pyrazoloquinolines have the greatest short-circuit current (ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/PQA2+P3HT/Al: Isc = 20,2; μA/cm2 ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PQA2+P3HT/Al:
Isc = 17,6 μA/cm2), while a lower open-circuit voltage. Doping nanoparticles increases
the voltage (for undoped cells is twice lower). The reason for changes in efficiency in the
systems must be different nanoparticles charge affinity. The relatively low fill factor is caused
by the fact that the resistance R s and R sh in the same order. For PQA2 both nanoparticles
improved power conversion efficiency factor. The only mixture in which no cell parameter
improvements were observed is the mixture PQA1. This may be due incompatible HOMO
levels of nanoparticles and pyrazoloquinolines. However, the results obtained are similar to
those previously obtained [10–12] with specified base chemical compounds.
The authors thank Ph.D. Eng. Robert Socha and Ph.D. Dawid Wodka (Jerzy Haber Institute of Catalysis and Surface Chemistry
Polish Academy of Sciences, Cracow) for providing the nanoparticles that were used in the work.
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